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For Dasher, Carson, Garrett and now Elliott,
For the past 22 years, one of you has been by my side at every
significant moment. Each of you labs saved my life on more than one
occasion… and each of you gave your everything to me.
When there are no words, there is love.
I measure my life in dogs… and I’ve had a good life.
You guys helped give me this incredible gift.
Thank you.
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Five Patient-Experience Lessons
from my Seeing Eye Dog
by Marcus Engel

January 2, 2017, I arrived in Morristown, New Jersey.
I didn’t want to be there. Not because Jersey isn’t
known to be balmy in January. Not because I’d be
spending three weeks away from home … and my wife.
Not because I’d be living with strangers the whole time.
I didn’t want to be there because I was nursing a broken
heart. It wasn’t broken in the romantic, pop-countrysong sort of way. Maybe saying my heart was broken
isn’t exactly accurate. Maybe I was grieving. Or
mourning. Whatever you want to call it, I was adjusting
to loss.
One month before, my Seeing Eye dog of six years went
into permanent retirement. During those half dozen
years by my side, Garrett visited 45 states with me. We
lived in New York City for a year and flew a million
airline miles together. Simply put, Garrett had quite a
life.
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When I took his harness and leash off for the final time,
tears fell on the well-worn leather. This yellow lab had
served me faithfully for so long and, of course, we were
tightly bonded. But now at eight years old, he’d started
to show signs that he was tired. Like humans, working
dogs deserve to enjoy their golden years. I had no
doubt he would be in good hands with his new
adoptive family, but my future seemed bleaker. Or, at
least, uncertain.
After the retirement and a month of being dogless, I
stepped into the frigid New Jersey air, not knowing
exactly what came next. Sure, I’d be training with a new
dog. But would my new Seeing Eye dog be a lab like his
three predecessors? Would my dog be a “he” at all?
How would he compare to the previous pups? Would
he adapt easily to my lifestyle of airports, hotels, and
time away from home?
Unfortunately, sometimes a match between person and
Seeing Eye dog doesn’t work out well. Maybe the dog
ends up being too strong for the handler. Or maybe the
dog is skittish around kids and the handler is a
kindergarten teacher. Stuff like that. The Seeing Eye
evaluated most everything about my life in order to
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make the best match, but, as they say, sometimes even
the best-laid plans…
Anxiety. Excitement. Worry. These emotions are par for
the course, but to go through them on top of still
adjusting to the retirement of my last dog was a lot to
work through. The hours leading up to “Dog Day,” as
it’s known around the Seeing Eye, were filled with
fidgeting.
Finally, a knock at the door.
“Marcus, are you ready to meet your new dog?” my
trainer asked. I took a deep breath. Then another. I tried
to center myself to receive the new dog for who he/she
is and would become.
We walked to the student lounge. I took a seat and
heard some quiet whimpering a few feet away.
“Marcus, I’d like to introduce you to Elliott, your new
Seeing Eye dog. He’s a yellow lab, he’s not quite two
years old, and I think you guys are going to make an
awesome team. Now, go ahead and give him the
‘Come’ command.”
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I did. Elliott came … slowly. It’s not uncommon for a
dog to be stand-offish when meeting its new master. I
was prepared for Elliott to be cautious … and he was.
First, he sniffed my shoes, then my jeans, and, finally,
raising his face up to mine, he took a good look at me as
if to say, “Hmm, I’m not so sure about this guy.”
After a few minutes of petting and sniffing, we
returned to my room…now, “our” room. Alone with
Elliott, I sat on the floor with him and traced over his
whole body with my hands. His trainer mentioned that
Elliott was a very cute yellow lab, but as I ran my
fingers down his extra-long ears, I started to get an idea
of just how handsome he is.
And yet? Just a few minutes after arriving in our room,
Elliott ran to the door and began whimpering. This, too,
was a clue to Elliott’s personality.
Elliott is quite the vocal dog. Whimpering, moaning,
groaning, whining, growling – he did everything but
verbally tell me he wasn’t comfortable with me…yet. I
tried to comfort him. I played soft music. I hummed to
him, spoke to him in low tones and, all the while, ran
my fingers through his coat. Every few minutes, he
would stand up and walk to the door as if to say,
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“Okay, is this over yet? Can I go back to the kennel with
my friends?”
Each time, I would bring him back to my side. We
would sit and bond for a few minutes and, again, he
would walk away. So again, I led him back to my side
and continued to talk to him about all the things we
would be doing together.
This, friends, leads us to the first patient experience
lesson Elliott gave me:
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Lesson #1:

When something new is
introduced, don’t expect everyone
to embrace it.
Opinions differ as to when the patient experience
movement began. Some say it was in 2007 when
Anthony Cirillo published an article entitled, “The New
CEO: Chief Experience Officer.” Some say it was when
Cleveland Clinic created a C-suite position of CXO:
Chief Experience Officer. Others say it took root when
the ACA was enacted and CMS began paying
reimbursements based in part on patient satisfaction
survey results. Some say it may even go back to the
early 1990s when the lines of patient care and corporate
customer service started to blur.
Like most movements, there were several events,
factors, and efforts that seemed to land about the same
time. Before Obamacare, before EMR was
commonplace, before Anthony Cirillo’s article, my
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book, “The Other End of the Stethoscope: 33 Insights for
Excellent Patient Care,” had already sold thousands of
copies. Frankly, it wasn’t me, it wasn’t Cirillo’s article, it
wasn’t Cleveland Clinic creating a new position at the
chief level. The patient experience movement occurred
the first time a caregiver held the hand of someone in
pain. When was that? Mesopotamia, probably.
Caregiving for another human being is as old as time.
Sure, we’ve gone through many styles of care. From
treating war injuries sustained from clubs and rocks to
injecting robotic devices into human beings to diagnose
illness, we’ve already experienced a broad gamut. Yet,
when the modern patient experience movement took
hold, it was in response to less than acceptable care. It
could be argued that insurance companies,
pharmaceutical companies, for-profit healthcare
facilities, specialization, and modernization all played a
role in the events that led up to correcting healthcare.
Americans were seeing emergency room wait times of
half a day. Due to “pay for performance,” patients were
being rushed through care and mistakes were being
made. Horror stories abounded of patients having the
wrong limb amputated, of waiting six months to see a
specialist, of tests and medications being
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overprescribed because physicians and surgeons were
scared to death of lawsuits.
I’ve often been asked, “Is Obamacare a good thing or a
bad thing?” This is such a loaded question. And
because healthcare is complicated, just like humans, it
all depends on which side of the equation you choose to
look.
At the writing of this E-book, patients are safer and
have better experiences than at any time in the last few
decades. I’ll call that a win. But, it took some work to
get here, right?
When hospitals first started to introduce the notion of
patient experience to healthcare professionals, not
everyone embraced the idea. In fact, I’d wager that
many, MANY folks in hospital environments thought
that it was stupid. I’ve even heard nurses say that
patient satisfaction surveys and the whole notion of
helping patients have a good experience was flat-out
wrong. As some nurses said, “I’m here to save your ass,
not kiss it.”
My response to that is silence. Hopefully, my silence
reminds us that presence, empathy, and kindness are
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universal human traits, not something a hospital
dreamed up as a way to control employees.
When Elliott first came into my room at the Seeing Eye,
he wasn’t happy about the changes, either. He was in a
new place with a new boss and new rules. He was
confused, worried, and afraid. When HCAHPS were
initiated, I think many bedside caregivers were also
confused, worried, and afraid. After all, they’d been in
healthcare for years and now, suddenly, the powers
that be stated that things were going to change. If
you’re reading this, there’s a good chance you may
have been one of those healthcare professionals. You
may have chosen to dedicate your professional life to
taking care of the ill, injured, and dying… and
suddenly you were told the old way no longer works.
Might you balk? I would. So would Elliott.
A little whining and grumbling is likely any time an
organization sets out new initiatives. Expect that. No
matter where you are in your patient experience
journey with your facility, expect some resistance and
push-back and remember that your colleagues and coworkers are also confused, worried, and afraid.
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Lesson #2:

Mistakes Happen
Maybe it’s because I’m now over 40, or maybe it’s
because I’ve spent the last decade living in Florida, but I
don’t do well with cold any more. I have enough metal
in my face to fill a scrapyard and, of course, there’s a bit
of contraction when it’s cold. I rely on hearing as my
main sense. When it’s cold out and head and ears are
covered, sensory input is significantly reduced. Such
was the case when Elliott and I took our first solo walk
around Morristown.
The route wasn’t difficult. Just six or eight blocks, all
left turns and only a couple of street crossings. It was
the first route Elliott and I did together and, under the
watchful eyes of our trainers, he handled it like a rock
star.
After a few practice runs, we were ready to walk the
route without assistance. The trainers would shadow us
the entire route, in case there were emergencies, but
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unless there was a problem, they would remain silent. I
had no doubt Elliott and I would be fine.
I donned my leather jacket, gloves, and a beanie. Elliott
and I stepped out into the cold. Cold is one thing, but
ice? That’s different. As I navigated along a busy street,
my foot hit a patch of the slick stuff. There was no fall,
there was barely even a slip, but my foot did slide about
12 inches … just enough to make me think I was going
to fall. With my heart beating fast, Elliott and I paused
for me to catch my breath. We continued on, now with
my feet falling flatly to prevent slips. We rounded the
last corner of the route. Just another block or two to
reach the warmth of the training center and a hot cup of
coffee.
Elliott cautiously slowed as we stepped up to a
driveway. I commanded him with “forward” and he
stepped out. He navigated it perfectly and, as we
stepped out of the driveway, I dropped the harness
handle and bent over to pet and praise him.
Then… BAM!
Pain. Surprise. Fear. And, did I mention pain? My
forehead had slammed into a metal pole. I actually
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heard the dull thunk of metal ringing as the trainers
rushed up to check on me. The impact caused a tiny
scrape and virtually no blood, but I’d whacked my
head pretty hard… hard enough to see stars for a
minute.
Elliott sat patiently while I collected myself. He had
done nothing wrong. It was my miscalculation.
“You guys did perfect on that driveway crossing,
Marc,” my trainer said. “And you were giving him
praise for doing a good job, just like you’re supposed
to. It’s just dumb luck that you stopped to praise him
just a few inches in front of that pole. If you’d stopped a
few inches before, there would have been no problem.
If you’d waited another second or two, you would have
passed the pole entirely. This is just one of those
mistakes that just happen.”
Sometimes, mistakes do just happen… and it’s no one’s
fault. Events come together at precisely the wrong
moment and we get unintended consequences. Or
something gets lost in communication and the
unforeseen happens. We are human. We make
mistakes. Dogs do, too.
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Mistakes will continue to happen because we’re human
beings taking care of human beings.
Medical knowledge is better than at any other point in
human history… but it’s still human beings who put
that knowledge into practice. When mistakes do
happen, it’s important to acknowledge the shortcoming,
especially if it concerns a patient’s health and wellbeing. In the past, many hospitals had a “duck and
cover” mentality when an error occurred – in other
words, don’t acknowledge the mistake, don’t admit
wrongdoing, don’t even discuss it with the patient
and/or family.
Humans are as varied as nature itself, but I choose to
believe that, at the heart of everything, humans
understand their humanity… and the humanity of
others. Simply acknowledging a mistake and offering a
sincere apology for it moves from a duck-and-cover
response to one of accountability and collaboration.
I’m sure that if Elliott had words, he would have
apologized for the bump on my head, even though it
was completely my fault. And if I could have
responded verbally at the moment, I would have said,
“Elliott, to err is human. You’re a dog, and you’re
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probably going to make some dog mistakes. I forgive
you and I love you. Now let’s get back to what we were
doing.”
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Lesson #3:

Do Not Get Distracted
Since Elliott is my fourth Seeing Eye dog, I have a fairly
long history of having a canine by my side, 24-7, 365.
That included a year living in New York City while I
was studying Narrative Medicine at Columbia. Since
Morristown is just a stone’s throw from Manhattan,
each new team has the option to do training in New
York City.
Back in 1995 when I first stepped foot into New York, I
was scared to death. In the early and mid-90s, America
(and New York City, in particular) was experiencing
some of the highest violence and murder rates in our
history. Times Square was filled with panhandlers,
peep shows, and drugs… so much so that the first time
I visited Manhattan, we didn’t even go near Times
Square. Today when you visit Times Square, you’re
more likely to meet mascots like Homer Simpson and
Mickey Mouse than a barker outside a strip club.
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On my first subway ride, even knowing the dangers of
the city, I wasn’t worried. After all, I had a big dog by
my side. While guide dogs aren’t trained to protect or
guard their handlers, a 75-pound dog at my hand
seemed like a good deterrent to potential trouble. That
first trip through New York I fell in love. Little did I
know that first day that I would someday live in the
city. Little did I imagine that I would make this same
pilgrimage each time I returned to Morristown.
For many reasons, as you can tell, I was super excited
about my trip into the city with Elliott. After all, it’s one
of my favorite places on earth. Every time I go there, I
learn new parts of town. With Elliott, the plan was to
start at the Port Authority, catch the subway a few stops
north, jump off, and walk back to the Port Authority.
Elliott handled everything like the pro that he is.
We walked south along the Avenue, crossed a dozen or
so mid-town streets, stopped for coffee and a warm-up,
and moved on toward the end of the journey, which
was also the start of the route.
Elliott guided me around trash bins and pedestrians,
past luggage carts and food vendors. At the end of the
block, based on the audible clues of the flow of traffic, I
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was attuned to the slope of the sidewalk as it descended
to the street. As always with a street crossing, Elliott
stopped on the down wheelchair ramp. I turned my
head to the left and the right, picking up on audio clues.
While I was waiting for my parallel traffic to start, I
heard a loud smack a few feet in front of Elliott’s face.
The sound was loud enough to startle me, but it didn’t
seem to bother Elliott at all. Laughter erupted behind
me.
“Marcus, did you hear that smack?”
“Yeah, right up here.” I pointed in the direction of the
sound.
“Marc, you’re not going to believe this, but that smack
you heard was a dead pigeon falling from the sky! Only
in New York, huh? The best part is that Elliott didn’t
pay it any mind!”
It’s not every day that a dead bird randomly drops
from the sky in front of you. Likewise, in a healthcare
environment there is no predicting what can (or will)
happen. Things that are out of the ordinary happen
frequently in healthcare. One can easily get distracted
by extraordinary events. I mean, “Duh!” Right?
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Extraordinary events do capture our attention. They
can also take us out of the moment. When treating
patients, there’s nothing more important than
practicing with presence and intention and avoiding
distractions … even if events are extraordinary.
I’m a writer and writing takes discipline. Like most
human beings, however, I am also inherently lazy. Face
it, admit it, accept it, and move on. Why did human
beings invent the wheel? To make things easier.
Practically every invention or advancement since we
homo sapiens lived in caves has come about because we
wanted to make our lives easier and longer. I’m glad
I’m a writer in the 21st century. Imagine how difficult
composition must have been in the days before
typewriters and word processing programs. Writing
out everything by hand, dipping a quill in an ink jar
every sentence or two … those approaches seem so
tough.
I have discipline problems when it comes to writing,
even though I’m typing on a new computer with all the
bells and whistles and the latest in adaptive technology
that actually gives me, a blind dude, the ability to work
alongside the rest of the public. And yet, distracted I
get. Some keyboard command isn’t working right. I
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turn on some weird font and can’t figure out how to
turn it off. My word processing software locks up and I
lose the last couple pages I’ve written since the last
document save. Don’t even get me started on the
distraction of social media and E-mail.
Distractions are EVERYWHERE! If I get distracted by a
computer snafu or encounter writer’s block, my readers
may have to wait an extra day or two to read a
composition. But if someone at the bedside or in the
healthcare environment loses focus? Bad stuff can
happen, right?
Intentionality in all things healthcare is super
important. When nagging little issues pop up and
demand attention, stop, take a breath. Think for a
second or two. Maybe three. Then, remember that the
patient at the other end of the stethoscope is the most
important consideration of all. That patient’s comfort,
safety and security are important over all other things.
Yes, there are a lot of irons in the fire… but do not get
distracted.
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Lesson #4:

It’s Okay to Go Slow
If Elliott were human, he would be an artist. Why do I
say that? Well, Elliott is pretty sensitive. He doesn’t like
roughhousing, at least not with people. One of the other
dogs in our home is a border collie named Ax. Elliott
and Ax are BFF. Those two are like Brothers from
another mother and they play incessantly. But if a
person pats Elliott a little too rough or uses a growly
dog voice when talking with him, he’ll step back.
One of Elliott’s ways of showing affection is Eskimo
kisses. He loves to come up and sniff noses with
people… but he will only do this on his terms and with
the right situation. Lean down in his face and try to get
him to do it and he’ll look away. But sit down, speak
gently to him, and touch him softly – kind of like you
would do with a patient – and Elliott will come to you.
He’ll move cautiously at first, all the while being aware
of startling noises or sudden movements. Then and
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ONLY then may you know the joy that is an Elliott
Eskimo kiss.
It’s interesting that Elliott and I can navigate through
NYC, even through the chaos of the subway, and it
doesn’t seem to faze him in the least. In fact, he pulls
hard and thrives on it. Ambulances or fire engines go
by, sirens wailing, Elliott pays them no mind. Yet, when
he’s getting into our SUV or an Uber, he needs a
moment to look around and take in how best to get in.
With encouragement he will sniff where he’ll be putting
his first paw. Then, if all is secure, he’ll reach out to
place his second paw. Cautious.
His inner artist shows up as well in how comfortable he
is entertaining himself. Sure, he likes it when I’m home
and he and Ax have free run, but I’m talking about
when he and I check into a hotel room. After Elliott gets
a good sniff around the room, I’ll reach into my
backpack for one of his toys, and he will happily play
with it by himself. If it’s a bone, he’ll settle in a corner
or under a desk and gnaw away. When he gets tired of
chewing, he plays a solo game of fetch, throwing the
toy as far as he can, running to retrieve it, and repeating
the chase. I’m pretty sure this is where thumbs would
come in handy for a dog!
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He approaches situations with observation first, taking
in all detail. He’s cautious, even introverted.
Introversion is a gift. In our overprogrammed world we
don’t seem to understand that people who take
everything in slowly and thoroughly often have
wonderful insight. We need colleagues who take long,
measured looks at macro-level changes, changes that
will ultimately benefit patients and providers alike.
In the world of patient experience, things are evolving
so quickly that hospitals have grown tired of the “flavor
of the month” approach. One might say that this is
another aspect of human nature. We like consistency,
we like having our expectations managed, we like to
know what we’re going to get. We’re so inundated with
messages and programming and alerts and notifications
that, in my humble opinion, the environment seems to
keep us in fight-or-flight mode. When our senses are all
hopped up, we may jump into new and different things
and not make the best decisions. That may be precisely
the time to slow down, observe, acknowledge … and
THEN look for solutions.
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Lesson #5:

Don’t Forget to Celebrate
I’ve been a very, very lucky Seeing Eye dog handler.
None of my four dogs have died nor retired
prematurely. I have friends who have gone home with
a Seeing Eye dog, only to return for another dog a short
time later. It may be a month, maybe even a couple
years, but something has happened and the team no
longer works well together.
A great thing about the Seeing Eye, Inc. is that if
graduates run into problems, a trainer is just a phone
call away. For example, issues may arise when a dog
loses enthusiasm for the “work” of navigating or gets a
distraction in his/her head that just won’t work out,
such as being spooked by cars and bicycles. Many
times, it simply takes a bit of intentionality on the part
of the dog’s handler to correct the problem. And one of
the most common solutions to some problems? Not
enough praise.
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Say a handler uses the dog only as a navigation
machine and underappreciates his/her well-rounded
presence. It may mean that the handler has become too
absorbed in him/herself and forgotten that dogs are
living, breathing beings. Much like humans, dogs work
for praise. And sometimes food. Okay, most all the time
for food.
When I cross an intersection, as soon as Elliott steps out
of the street, I shower praise upon him. Every time we
cross a street, I want Elliott to be looking for the
crosswalk. I want him always to take the shortest (and
safest) route from one block to the next. Every time I pet
him or praise him coming out of the street, I’m
reinforcing the lesson that Elliott is doing a good job.
One of my favorite quotes from my Missouri homeboy,
Mark Twain, is this:
“I can live for two months on a good
compliment.”
It’s human (and dog) nature to desire acknowledgment
and appreciation for a job well done. That is especially
true for the dog. I can’t praise El on Monday and think
that means I don’t have to talk to him the rest of the
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week. Dogs don’t work like that. For best results the
praise has to be authentic, frequent, and appropriate.
So I ask you… are we really much different than dogs?
When your clinical folks do a good job, let them know.
Heck, let everyone know! Highlight the qualitative
narratives derived from surveys and social media.
When a unit that has been struggling ups its scores,
throw a party. And if there are specific folks who have
shepherded those initiatives into practice that benefits
patients, give them accolades on their job well done.
Don’t forget – we all want gold stars!

Faithful Reader, I hope these lessons in patient
experience have enlightened, intrigued or, if nothing
else, entertained you. We all have a role to play in
creating excellent patient experiences.
There’s A Chinese proverb says,
“The best time to plant a tree is 20 years ago.
The second-best time is now.”
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No matter where you are on your patient experience
journey, please take comfort in knowing that just
starting this venture is a step in the right direction. And
each step matters.
Thank you for your commitment, diligence, and
passion for helping patients who are suffering.
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Best selling author and speaker Marcus Engel inspires and empowers
audiences nationwide. His extraordinary story of recovery after being blinded
and catastrophically injured by a drunk driver challenges individuals to achieve
success by making intelligent choices.
Marcus Engel's unforgettable message of overcoming adversity will encourage
you to view obstacles as opportunities, eliminate self-limiting behaviors and
live life to the fullest.
Marcus Engel is a speaker, a message, a story, you will never forget!

For more information, visit www.MarcusEngel.com
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